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‘90210’ star’s
WEIGHT PLUMMETS
as career soars

AUG. 28

Worried pals
consider intervention
for Shenae Grimes

Kate at the
Chateau
Marmont
with Jack
Huston.
Below,
they leave
together
in the
same car

TICK-THIN “90210” star Shenae Grimes
has Hollywood asking whether she could be
suffering from an eating disorder.
The 18-year-old brunette – who plays Annie
Wilson in the hit series – seems to eat very little,
and worried friends are considering staging an
intervention, sources say.
“Shenae is 5-foot-3 and looks like she weighs
about 90 pounds, but she just won’t eat,” an insider
working on the new CW series told The ENQUIRER.
“On set, she sometimes picks at a few vegetables
during breaks, but she often looks as if she’s about
to collapse.”
The Canadian-born actress first hit it big playing
Darcy Edwards in the acclaimed series “Degrassi:
The Next Generation,” and insiders predict she’ll
be the next “90210” breakout star.
“But people working on the show are worried
about Shenae, and talking about whether they
should get her family involved in an intervention,”
added the insider.
To make matters worse, the teen actress seems
to have replaced food with cigarettes, said another
source.
“We’ll go out to dinner, and Shenae will just
sit there chain smoking,” the source said. “Her
friends are always pushing her to eat, and at times
Shenae will appease them by using her fork to eat
a few vegetables, then she’ll immediately put her
fork down.”
Concluded the set insider: “Shenae could
easily become a big star – but I’m worried about
her weight.”
by ROBIN MIZRAHI
rmizrahi@nationalenquirer.com
and RICK EGUSQUIZA

S

evening with Jack stretched into the
early morning hours.
“Kate, Jack and a friend left the
bar together around 1 a.m.,” revealed
the eyewitness. “As they waited for the
valet to bring the car, Jack came up behind Kate, wrapped his arms around
her and gave her a tender kiss.
“And she didn’t resist one bit.”
But what a difference 24 hours
makes! The following day, KissMe-Kate and steady beau James were
spotted embracing during an L.A.
shopping spree.
“Kate and James have always given
the impression they are very much in
love,” said the source. “But judging
by the chemistry between Kate and
Jack, she seemed like she’d be pretty
easily tempted into a romance with
him.”
by PHILIP KIM
pkim@nationalenquirer.com

Shenae has
replaced food with
cigarettes, says a
source. At right,
the “90210” cast
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